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Smart Country Convention combines three digital
conferences under one roof
Focus on Digital Office, Digital Energy and Digital Mobility
Smart Country Convention to take place from 22 to 24 October 2019 in Berlin
Accelerating the pace of digitisation in the public sector – that is the goal of the Smart
Country Convention in Berlin. This year the trade fair will be adding two digital
conferences to its programme of events. In addition to the Digital Office Conference,
for the first time the Digital Energy Conference and Digital Mobility Conference
organised by Bitkom will form part of the three-day programme at the CityCube Berlin.
Federal Minister of Transport Andreas Scheuer will open the Digital Mobility
Conference. “Digital cities and regions can only develop if numerous individual
sectors work together“, said Achim Berg, president of Bitkom. “Besides local
government, the focus of smart cities and municipalities is on energy supplies and
mobility.“
The future of the office is in the cloud
At the Digital Office Conference on 22 October 2019 discussions will focus on the
cloud. Best practices, case studies and lectures will higlight how cloud services are
supporting new work processes and how customer services and administrative
processes can be digitised to conform with data protection rules. Full details of the
Digital Office Conference can be found at https://www.office-conference.com.
The digital energy transition is gathering pace
At the Digital Energy Conference on 23 October 2019 the key topic will be safe,
sustainable and cost-efficient energy systems of the future. What are the prospects
for the Smart Meter rollout and how will digital plattorms and flexible markets
influence the energy sector? For details of the Digital Energy Conference programme:
https://energy-conference.de/.
Digital mobility concepts for protecting the climate
At the Digital Mobility Conference on 24 October 2019 the emphasis will be on
innovative mobility concepts. The programme will include contributions on climate
protection and the role of municipalities in organising urban mobility. Full details can
be found at: https://digital-mobility.berlin/.
Tickets to the Smart Country Convention are also valid for admission to the digital
conferences. They are currently free of charge. Reservations are requested via the
Messe Berlin ticket shop: zum Ticketshop.
Smart Country Convention: a three-day event on the digitisation of the public
sector
The Smart Country Convention will be taking place from 22 to 24 October 2019 and is
co-organised by the digital association Bitkom and Messe Berlin. The three-day event
gathers all the relevant players representing local government, politics, the digital
economy, associations and science. The Smart Country Convention combines a
congress, workshops, an exhibition and advanced training events. It examines
eGovernment as well as the digitisation of public sector services including energy,
mobility, safety, waste, water, education, health and housing. The event targets
representatives of authorities at federal, state and municipal level. For more
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